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I'm loathe to do it, but for one last time, lets clear up a few
things about the weirdo that is skepticat/Maria
Machlachlan.

She was an racist before she got into hating trans people,
she used being a humanist to attack religion, but only
certain 'foreign' ones.
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Nobody is disputing her phone was knocked out of her hand, I fail to see why she

thinks this is a gotcha.

If you try to film me when I dont want to be filmed I'll slap it out of your hand too, so

would just about everyone, it's anti-social behaviour and not acceptable.
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It really is the worst most pathetic snide passive-aggressive bullshit to abuse people

all day long before the event, AND at the event, then pretend you expect to be able to

film them.

This is agitating anti-social weirdo shit turned up to 11.

Which was noted by the judge.
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Maria has never stopped banging on about this, I made a video at the 2-year

anniversary because she has been dining out on it ever since, and drags it up

constantly as do her 'gang', and as always I get piled on, so I made a two minute video

to spam the pile-on.
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She claims her motivations are replying to other people who are obsessed with her,

honestly, nobody gives a shit, she is a nobody who is elevated when it suits the

cranks. She has a propaganda site with more than half a dozen articles about me, and

many libellous claims.
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So to recap on the bullshit.....

This was the transphobic shit-show Maria was going to on that day...
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Joss Prior. 
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@Womans_Place_UK Owner @ruthserwotka
Is very invested in anti trans propaganda, and organisers tours 
set up as some sort of academic debate about gender, and the 
proposals to update the gender recognition act.

Here is a taste of the transphobia and propaganda #WPUK help 
spread

109 12:16 AM - Feb 25, 2018

96 people are talking about this

This is Maria's latest video, starring yours truly.

I am happy to share, it shows her batshit lunacy and desperate attempt to reverse-

engineer a different narrative. And totally unaware she is literally spelling out what a

massive bigot she is.
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/YG58r8bm4Pw
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I could never really get into twitter, I mostly exclusively used facebook until that day.

If the cranks hadnt tried to spread lies I would never have joined twitter to make the

thread that Maria is cry-arsing about

Without Maria being a crank, I would not be on twitter now.
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So every crank and anti-social weirdo who has turned up to give me shit and bicker

with me, and go cry-arsing about me and whinging about the mad, bad, TRA.....

Remember to thank Maria.... without her intervention I would be posting cat gifs on

facebook.

Cheers Maria.
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